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Project Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop hardware and software facilities for
evaluating the biomechanical interactions between human hands and space suit gloves.
The first task was to measure finger joint angles inside space suit gloves. A preliminary
survey identified three potential systems which could be used in the proposed study.
These are manufactured by VPL, Virtual Technology and GreenLeaf Medical Systems.
In response to the current market situation, a glove for measuring the positions of
the hand inside a space suit has been developed at Vanderbilt University, funded by the
JOVE program. We have constructed a prototype of the glove to demonstrate its sensing
technologies.
There are two types of sensors in the glove. The positions of the fingers are
measured using bend sensors based on the CyberGlove design. This sensor consists of
two strain gages mounted to a 0.003 inch thick mylar sheet. The sensor is encapsulated
using 0.001 inch kapton film to give it sufficient rigidity. A long gage is used to average
the strain generated in the sensor due to bending. This average strain produces an output
signal proportional to the angle of the bend.
The force sensor, FSR, is manufactured by Interlink. It consists of conductive ink
sandwiched between two plastic sheets. An electrode is printed on one of the plastic
sheets using silver ink. When the electrode makes contact, current flows through the
conductive ink. The resistance of the ink pad is sensitive to pressure.
We have also developed circuits for exciting and measuring the sensors. The
current version requires a single sided twelve volt power supply which is one inch long
and 0.4 inches in diameter.
The currentgloveprototypeis constructedfrom mediumweight lycrapolyester.
Thegloveprovidespocketsfor mountingthesensorsonthebackof the fingersandpalm.
Datageneratedby theglovewill beanalyzedusing biomechanicalmodelsof the
hand. Vanderbilt is developingsoRwaretools to generatethesebiomechanicalmodels
using magneticresonanceimagery(MRI). UsingMRI, we canobtain detailed pictures
of muscle,ligamentandbonestructures.
The software tools provide three basic functions. The first is to aid development
of biomechanical models from MRI (or computed tomographic) data. Image processing
tools are provided for filtering and segmenting the data. The sot_ware implements spline
fitting tools, called snakes, to compute the boundaries of anatomic objects in the planar
images. This provides three dimensional surface models of the bone and muscle.
geometry.
The software also furnishes facilities for assembling the biomechanical
information into models which can process information generated by the glove. This
component uses a display list data structure to combine geometric information obtained
from the MRI data with joint kinematic data. We can determine the motions of the joints
using several MRI data sets. Kinematic maps provide a method of interpolating between
the calibration positions of the bones obtained from each MR.I data set. Smooth curves in
the eight dimensional image space of the kinematic map represent smooth three
dimensional motions. Spline functions interpolate curves through the data points,
providing a means to interface the ROM glove with the biomechanical model.
Finally, the softwareprovides facilities to visualize and analyze results of
experimentsperformedwith the glove. Among thesetools will be calculationsof the
torquegeneratedat eachjoint. Thedisplaywill showthepositionof thehandalongwith
a graphicalrepresentationof themagnitudeof the forcesbeingappliedto thehand. We
will developadditionaltoolsaswegainexperiencewith the glove.
The currentstateof the softwarefacilities is incomplete. We have implemented
the tools for processingthe MRI (or CAT) data sets,and have a basic meansfor
assemblingthe biomechanicalmodel. The interfacebetweenthe data glove and the
soflnvarehasnot beenimplemented,including thekinematicmapsusedto interpolatethe
calibrationpositions.
The software tools are implementedon a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 Extreme
graphicsworkstation. This 100MHzRISC workstationhas32 Megabytesof RAM, 1
Gigabyteof disk spaceandprovides24 bit color graphicsacceleration.The softwareis
implementedin C++usingobjectorientedtechniques.
Education Outreach
The project has sought the involvement of undergraduate students. Three
undergraduates eventually participated. These students were involved in programming
the microcontroller and developing techniques for fabricating the sensors.
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